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1.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Source code plagiarism detection is a mayor problem in
universities worldwide. Although several plagiarism detection tools (PDT) have been deployed, e.g. MOSS [1], JPlag
[2] and AC[3], little has been done to assess their quality, because determining the real authorship of a submission corpus
is practically impossible for graders.
In this article we present a technique which, fed with a
programming assignment, makes use of Grammatical Evolution (GE) techniques [4] to generate a submission corpus
made of 40 APL2 functions, each one being a different solution to the proposed assignment. This corpus consists of two
subsets. The first, 30 submissions, is ‘original’, containing
solutions to the assignment coded ‘from scratch’. The second (14 submissions) is made of plagiarisms, built from one
or two solutions taken from the original subset. The whole
submission corpus will serve as a benchmark to compare the
quality of PDTs.
The 30 original solutions are generated by running a hillclimbing optimization with 30 different random seeds. The
operator used by hill-climbing is mutation with elision. The
optimization consists of finding the shortest program that
best fits some mathematical function (the assignment).
We apply three different techniques to generate the plagiarisms. The original solutions are plagiarized using mutation with elongation to generate 6 new solutions. This
mimics when a single source is changed by adding and replacing a few fragments. The second and third techniques
simulate plagiarisms from two sources by means of recombination. The second technique generates 4 new solutions
through the genotypic recombination of several couples of
originals. The third technique mixes other couples by using
phenotypic recombination. The whole process is depicted in
Fig. 1.
We have generated four benchmarks for four different as-

Figure 1: Graphical scheme of the whole process.
signments and fed them to AC, obtaining a remarkable conclusion: AC flagged the overwhelming majority of plagiarisms generated with our algorithm as suspicious, while the
original set remained unflagged. This was done by detecting
similarities in trash code, i.e. erroneous or spurious code. In
human detection of plagiarism in real corpora, trash code
plays a similar major role: there is a stronger evidence of
plagiarism when both submissions share the same trash code
than when they share the correct code, because there are
many less correct solutions than inaccurate ones. Thus, the
probability that two students randomly chose the same inaccurate solution is almost zero.
In conclusion, we have experimental evidence that GE
operators are good to simulate the way in which students
plagiarize a solution. Design and implementation details, as
well as the experimental results can be found in the extended
version of this article [5].
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